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Turning Tomorrow’s Treasures

Pendant Jewellery 50
as shown by Pat Jordan
This is a 50mm diameter wooden pendant with an offset hole in it. A screw chuck and
offset chuck, as detailed in the Tips sheet “Jewellery Chuck 50”, are needed to complete
this project. Other variations of holes and insets are possible with this offset chuck.
Make a square of wood about 55mm square and
6mm thick.
Drill a central hole of the size needed to mount this
on the narrow ended screw chuck.

Mount this on the screw chuck. Turn it round to
51mm diameter.
Cut right across the face and shape down to the
outer edge.
You can now swing the toolrest around and shape
the back of the disk.
Or turn the wood back to front. You will need to cut
off the little bit remaining around the screw before
re-mounting. Repeat the shaping on the second
side. Avoid leaving a sharp edge.
Sand and totally finish the surface at least 5mm in
from the edge, both back and front.
Remove the wood from the screw chuck.
Fit the wood into the offset chuck mounted in a
100mm jaw chuck.
Cut a hole into the part that is now the centre.
Slope the wood gently into this hole. Sand and
totally finish this face. Take care to blend the cut
and finish of the outer edge of the wood with the
cut and finish that slopes into the hole.
Turn the wood back to front in the chuck. Ensure
that the hole is on the centre line.
Cut the wood to slope gently into the centre hole
as you did on the first side. Avoid a sharp edge
within this hole.
Sand and totally finish this face. Take care to blend
the cut and finish of the outer edge of the wood
with the cut and finish that slopes into the hole.
Remove the offset pendant from
the chuck and buff it up. Attach
a string of your choice.
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